Alfvén cascade (AC) eigenmodes excited by energetic ions accelerated with ion-cyclotron resonance heating in JET reversed-shear discharges are studied experimentally in high-density plasmas fuelled by neutral beam injection (NBI) and by deuterium pellets. The recently developed O-mode interferometry technique and Mirnov coils are employed for detecting ACs. The spontaneous improvements in plasma confinement (internal transport barrier (ITB) triggering events) and grand ACs are found to correlate within 0.2 s in JET plasmas with densities up to ∼5 × 10 19 m −3 . Measurements with high time resolution show that ITB triggering events happen before 'grand' ACs in the majority of JET discharges, indicating that this improvement in confinement is likely to be associated with the decrease in the density of rational magnetic surfaces just before q min (t) passes an integer value. Experimentally observed ACs excited by sub-Alfvénic NBI-produced ions with parallel velocities as low as V NBI ≈ 0.2 · V A are found to be most likely associated with the geodesic acoustic effect that significantly modifies the shear-Alfvén dispersion relation at low frequency. Experiments were performed with a tritium NBI-blip (short time pulse) into JET plasmas with NBI-driven ACs. Although considerable NBI-driven AC activity was present, good agreement was found both in the radial profile and in the time evolution of DT neutrons between the neutron measurements and the TRANSP code modelling based on the Coulomb collision model, indicating the ACs have at most a small effect on fast particle confinement in this case.
Introduction
energetic ions either accelerated with ion-cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) heating or produced by neutral beam injection (NBI) (see, e.g. [1, 2] and references therein). JET 'advanced' plasmas with a non-monotonic safety factor profile q(r) exhibit instability of Alfvén cascade (AC) eigenmodes excited by ICRH-accelerated ions [1, [3] [4] [5] or by NBI-produced ions [6] , in addition to the well-known toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs) [7] . The AC eigenmode, an example of which is shown in figure 1 , is a shear-Alfvén eigenmode associated with the extremum point of the Alfvén continuum localized at the magnetic surface with the minimum value of q(r), labelled as q min [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [8] [9] [10] . During the evolution of plasma current, the eigenfrequency of the AC, ω AC (t), changes due to the evolution of q min (t), via the relation for shear Alfvén waves,
Here, n and m are the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, R 0 is the major radius of the tokamak, V A = B 0 /(4πρ 0 ) 1/2 is the Alfvén speed, B 0 is the equilibrium magnetic field and ρ 0 is the mass density of the plasma. The value ω in equation (1) , which marks a deviation of the AC frequency from the shear Alfvén continuum, is caused by the effects of large ion orbits [4, 8] , toroidicity [9] , thermal plasma pressure gradient [10] and deformation of the continuum itself due to a thermal plasma pressure effect [10] . It may consitute a significant part (up to one-third or half) of the maximum AC frequency, but it remains constant on a time scale of q min (t) evolution. One may also note that in discharges with changing V A (t), the time dependence of V A (t) is less important than that of q min (t) in equation (1) as q −1 min (t) is multiplied by a large number m, whereas the quantity |n − mq −1 min (t)| in front of V A (t) does not exceed 1/2q min , the value at which the AC frequency reaches the toroidal Alfvén eigenmode (TAE) frequency. It follows from equation (1) that the AC frequency tracks the evolution of q min (t) in time through
so that the slope in the mode frequency seen in figure 1 depends on the evolution of q min (t) and for ACs with higher poloidal mode numbers m this slope is steeper. To understand what causes multiple ACs to occur simultaneously (as figure 1 shows at t ≈ 5.2 s), one can look at equation (1) that shows that ACs with different toroidal mode numbers appear at different times, i.e. an n = 1 AC appears when q min (t) passes integer values, q min (t) = 1, 2, 3,. . . , an n = 2 AC appears when q min (t) passes integer and half-integer values, q min (t) = 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2, 3,. . . , and so on. The Alfvén cascade, in which modes with all toroidal mode numbers, n, are present, such as in figure 1 at t ≈ 5.2 s, is called a grand cascade. The grand cascade occurs when q min (t) passes an integer value while evolving from a higher to a lower value during plasma current increase. ACs were also observed on the tokamaks JT-60U [11, 12] , C-MOD [13] , TFTR [14] and DIII-D [15] . Energetic ions driving the AC instability were accelerated by ICRH on JET [1] , JT-60U [11] and C-MOD [13] , while NBIproduced ions drove this instability in JET [6] , JT-60U [12] and DIII-D [15] experiments. Fusion-born alpha-particles excited the AC modes in TFTR DT plasmas [14] , confirming the importance of such instabilities for burning plasma experiments [16] .
Although AC instabilities are observed in almost every JET discharge with ICRH, the amplitudes of the Alfvén perturbations saturate at relatively low values (a typical perturbed poloidal magnetic field δB/B 0 ∼ = 10 −6 -10 −5 at the edge), and JET does not experience degradation of fast ion confinement associated with ACs. On the other hand, the measured discrete spectrum of ACs was found to be useful for MHD spectroscopy [17, 18] which yields information about both fast ions and MHD characteristics of plasmas [3, 19] . The most important aspect of the MHD spectroscopy based on detecting ACs in reversed-shear plasmas is the relation between the grand cascades, integer values of q min (t) and so-called internal transport barrier (ITB) triggering events [20] . The relation between grand ACs and a spontaneous improvement in fusion performance was observed on JET from the very first observations of ACs. Figure 2 shows an example of such a case where the neutron rate in JET discharge was constant for about 1 s at fixed power of NBI and ICRH. However, this neutron yield was almost doubled suddenly at t ≈ 7 s without a change in either NBI or ICRH power. At the same time, a grand cascade marking the appearance of a q min (t) = integer magnetic surface was detected with Mirnov coils at about the same time, t ≈ 7 s. Two questions arise here: is the correlation between the improvement in fusion performance and the grand AC just a coincidence? If not can one make use of this correlation for developing scenarios with high fusion performance?
Numerous JET reversed-shear experiments have demonstrated a close link between ITBs and low-order rational values of q min (t) [20] , with integer q min (t) surfaces most prominently linked to the ITB [20] . The link manifests itself as an ITB triggering event, which is observed, e.g. on the electron temperature profile T e (r, t ), as an increase in the slope dT e /dr in the vicinity of q min . The ITB triggering event happens when q min (t) approaches/passes integer value and the ITB triggering event either decays in few hundred milliseconds or develops an ITB if the main heating has been applied shortly before the ITB triggering event. The link between ITB triggering events and integer q(r)-values plays an important role in developing an ITB scenario on JET and it may become an important factor in developing an ITB scenario on ITER [16] . In order to benefit from the ITB triggering event, the main heating power is applied on JET just before q min (t) = integer occurs in order to maximize the possibility of triggering an ITB. During the inductive current ramp-up phase shown in figure 3(a) , the safety factor profile q(r, t) passes through a set of profiles, shown in figure 4 . The 'target' q(r)-profile is selected which has q min (t) = integer just after the time when the main heating power, e.g. NBI-heating shown in figure 3(b) , starts. After the main heating is applied, the resistive diffusion time increases significantly and the evolution of q(r, t) becomes much slower than the time scale of the ITB formation. Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) and/or ion-cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) heating of low power ( 2 MW) are often employed on JET to adjust q(r, t) as required at the early pre-heating phase of the discharge [21] .
A reliable diagnosis of the times when q min (t) passes integer values plays an important role in the development of JET reversed-shear ITB scenarios as it provides a timesaving alternative to the 'timing scan' procedure, in which the time of the main heating is scanned in a sequence of discharges (as figures 3 and 4 show) in order to vary and optimize the target q(r)-profile. However, use of the best diagnostic tool measuring the safety factor, the motional stark effect (MSE) diagnostic [22] , is somewhat inhibited as the low plasma density typical for the early phase of discharges causes significant shine-through of the diagnostic NBI. MHD spectroscopy based on detecting Alfvén cascade (AC) eigenmodes excited by ICRH-accelerated fast ions was found on JET to be a more accurate and convenient diagnostic tool for determining the most favourable times when the main heating power should be applied [20] . The grand cascade shows such a distinctive pattern on a Fourier spectrogram of the signal of plasma perturbation in the Alfvén frequency range that it is recognizable at the early phase of the discharge under very different plasma conditions and at a very low signal-tonoise ratio.
The technique of ITB triggering by low-order q min (t) rational surfaces was also confirmed recently on DIII-D [23, 24] . It was, however, noted that such a link seems to weaken in discharges with higher plasma density, so a problem may arise if one applies the JET technique of ITB development based on grand ACs to higher density machines, such as C-MOD or ITER. To clarify the density dependence of the link between the ITB triggering events and grand cascades, marking the times of q min (t) = integer, the present paper considers the ITB triggering and ACs in JET discharges with high density plasmas obtained with NBI fuelling and with combined NBI fuelling and injection of pellets. Section 2 describes the main parameters of the NBI system on JET and analyses typical observations of ACs in JET discharges with high power NBI heating. It is shown in section 2 that the detection of ACs with external magnetic pick-up coils in JET discharges with high power NBI-heating is significantly obscured by a high level of magnetic noise and a weakening of the AC signal. A novel method of detecting the ACs with the use of microwave interferometry, more relevant for detecting ACs in NBI-heated JET discharges, is described. Section 3 presents a statistical analysis of the link between the ACs and the ITBs in JET discharges with plasma densities up to ∼5 × 10 19 m −3 . AC detection by the interferometry with high time resolution is then used for analysing the time sequence of ITB triggering events and grand cascades. A new phenomenon of ACs excited by sub-Alfvénic NBI is described in section 4. Experiments on the tritium blip NBI in the presence of the NBI-driven ACs are then described, and a comparison is made between the experimentally measured DT neutron yield and the TRANSP code modelling based on Coulomb collisions. A summary is given in section 5.
Detecting Alfvén cascades with Mirnov coils and interferometry in reversed-shear JET discharges
The NBI system on JET is capable of delivering powers in excess of 20 MW for up to 10 s duration, and it plays a major role in plasma heating and fuelling. Figure 5 shows the geometry of the NBI-heating system on JET, which consists of S870 two types of sources, nominally 80 and 130 keV. The angles of the beam trajectories to the magnetic axis are 52
• and 64
• for the tangential and normal banks, respectively, with the toroidal projection of the beams co-directed with the normal current direction. The unbalanced NBI can drive very high toroidal plasma rotation with frequencies up to ∼45 kHz, which adds a large Doppler shift to the frequency of modes observed on JET, such as TAEs or ACs [3] .
In the presence of high-power NBI, observation of ACs excited with ICRH and detected with Mirnov coils becomes difficult. Figure 6 shows time traces of the JET reversed discharge (pulse #58092) in which the ICRH power driving the ACs was ∼4 MW, i.e. half the power of the example shown in figure 2 . Spectrograms of the perturbed poloidal magnetic field, ∂(δB determines toroidal mode numbers). ACs are observed indeed in figures 7(a) and (b) before and after the maximum NBI power phase. However, the very high level of magnetic noise arising in figure 7(b) after the formation of the ITB at t ≈ 7 s (seen as an increase in the neutron yield and electron temperature in figure 6 ), significantly obscures the detection of ACs during the maximum NBI power phase. Figure 7 (c) shows an enlargement of figure 7(b), where a weak amplitude grand AC can just be recognized, but this would not be satisfactory as a q-profile diagnostic. Alternative ways of detecting the ACs are highly desirable for such discharges, and these were sought in dedicated JET experiments [5] .
Detecting the ACs with the use of O-mode interferometry was found to be one of the most promising detection techniques on JET [5, 25] . Figure 8 (top) shows time traces of the input power and the plasma parameters from a dedicated JET discharge (B T ≈ 2.75 T, I P ≈ 1.7 MA), in which lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) was applied during the current ramp-up phase in order to obtain a reversed-shear magnetic configuration. ICRH power was used for accelerating hydrogen minority ions to energies high enough for the ions to resonate with shear Alfvén waves. The reflectometer/interferometer on JET is located at the outer side of the torus (at major radius R ≈4 m) and it views the plasma horizontally through the magnetic axis with the line-of-sight perpendicular to the magnetic axis, as figure 8 (bottom) shows. Each channel of the system has two Gunn oscillators, the frequencies of which differ by 10.7 MHz, which is maintained by a phase-locked loop [26] . The microwave beam propagating through the plasma undergoes a change in amplitude and a shift in phase due to the variation of the refractive index N(R) caused by the electron density
1/2 . Here, the plasma electron density is a sum of the equilibrium density and the perturbed density caused by ACs, n e (R) = n 0 (R) + δn(R), and n crit e is the cut-off density determined for microwaves with frequency ω by the condition ω = ω pe , where ω pe is the plasma frequency. The signals associated with δn are obtained from amplitude A and the change in the phase φ of microwave beams caused by the density modulations due to ACs by comparing the beam propagating through the plasma with the reference beam outside the plasma. The beam propagating through the plasma reflects from the inner wall of the torus (at R ≈ 2 m) in the interferometry regime and from the plasma in the reflectometry regime. The receiver measuring the returned beam is connected to a digital converter with a sampling rate 1 MHz and the data for A cos φ and A sin φ are recorded with 14 bit effective resolution for 3 s during discharges. Figure 8 (bottom) shows the fixed frequencies of the six-channel microwave beams used in the experiment versus the cut-off frequency determined by the plasma density profile. These beams operated in the interferometry regime if the maximum plasma density was below 0.43×10 19 (top) and (bottom) shows. The Alfvén frequency spectrum consists of many frequency-sweeping discrete modes observed in the frequency band from 40 kHz to the TAE frequency range, 140 kHz, in agreement with the well-established characteristics of the Alfvén cascades [1] . Figure 9 (top) shows the interferometry measurements of the perturbed density associated with the modes, indicating that very high resolution in both time and frequency with high sensitivity can be achieved, so that ACs with toroidal mode numbers up to n = 16 (inferred from the slope dω AC /dt) are observed. Figure 9 (top) shows that at t ≈ 4.4 s ACs of all possible mode numbers are excited simultaneously indicating the appearance of q min (t) = integer [1] , and a clear gap in the density of the ACs observed just before this time shows the depletion (decrease in density) of the rational m/n values as discussed in [27] .
A higher frequency, 63.80 GHz, microwave beam was added to the data acquisition for detecting ACs in JET discharges with high NBI power and high plasma density (5 × 10 19 m −3 ), an example of which is shown in figure 10 . In discharges with high power NBI-heating, the spectrogram obtained by interferometry, changes significantly as figure 11(a) shows. In this case, a significant Doppler shift must be added to the frequency of the AC. surfaces just before the q min (t) = integer time is still clearly seen before the grand cascade.
Grand cascades and ITB triggering events in high density JET plasmas fuelled by NBI only and by NBI and pellets
To examine whether the link between ITB triggering events and low-order rational values of q min (t) still exists at higher plasma density, JET reversed-shear discharges with NBI-fuelling and deuterium pellets were considered. Grand cascades detected with both interferometry and Mirnov coils whenever possible serve as a primary tool for identifying the q min (t) = integer times. Although the density of plasma in advanced tokamak regimes with NBI heating on JET can be as high as (5.8-6.5) × 10 19 m −3 , this high density is usually obtained well after the time of q min (t) = 2, and grand cascades do not occur at this late phase of the discharges. The experimental database, in which grand cascades are observed in discharges with NBIheating only, covers a much narrower region, up to plasma densities 4.1 × 10 19 m −3 only. In discharges with deuterium pellets added to the NBI fuelling, this AC database expands up to JET plasma density ∼5.2 × 10 19 m −3 , but only the Mirnov coil signal is available for these discharges.
Considering grand cascades observed at a plasma density ∼3 × 10 19 m −3 or more, the times of grand cascades and the times of ITB triggering events were found in all discharges. The triggering event time is determined from the multi-channel ECE measurements of T e as a sudden change in the slope of dT e /dt, such as the one shown in figure 11(b) . Figure 13 shows that the time of grand ACs still correlates with the time of ITB triggering events within a band of 0.2 s in JET plasmas with densities up to ∼5 × 10 19 m −3 . The primary uncertainty in figure 13 comes from possibly incorrect 'pattern recognition' for either ACs-or ITB-triggering events, as well as from the error bars for determining the start time of grand ACs, which may be large on the Mirnov coil signal as figure 14 shows. In conclusion, one does not observe any clear weakening or a tendency of weakening of the link between the ITB triggering events and the grand ACs in JET discharges with higher plasma density. Figure 14 indicates that in most cases grand ACs happen after ITB triggering events. However, the error bars associated with magnetic measurements are too large in some of the high density cases. In order to establish the sequence of events with higher time resolution, interferometry only data points are now taken, and more cases are considered by adding lower density discharges. Figure 15 shows that the high time resolution data still has the same sequence, i.e. the ITB triggering events are observed before grand ACs. For most cases, the ITB triggering occurs at the beginning of the gap in rational surfaces. All the discharges in figure 15 were taken from a similar sequence of pulses with nearly equal rates of evolution of the q-profile. In this figure, the two discharges where the ITB triggering events occur after grand ACs are affected by sawtooth-like events, which probably delay the ITB formation. This shows that the improved plasma confinement in most cases coincides in time with 'gaps' in rational surfaces but not with the presence of q min (t) = integer magnetic surfaces in the plasma. Although the unambiguous identification of the physics effect causing the close link between ITB triggering events and q min (t) = integer times is yet to be found, the observation above seems to support the mechanism of 'depletion' of rational surfaces (see, e.g. [27] and references therein).
NBI-driven Alfvén cascades on JET
It was discovered on JET that ACs can also be excited by NBIproduced energetic ions with sub-Alfvénic velocities as low as V NBI ≈ 0.2 · V A . Figure 16 shows an example of such NBI-driven ACs. The following characteristic features are important for interpreting these modes. First, spectral lines of these modes are restricted mostly to the lowest frequency part of ACs. Second, modes with higher toroidal mode numbers, n, are seen at higher frequencies, possibly indicating that a trapped particle drift precession resonance is playing a role in exciting these ACs. Third, although these modes are not seen with Mirnov coils and therefore no mode numbers could be determined, from the estimate given by equation (2) one finds that the mode numbers of these NBI-driven ACs, n 7 (m 20 for q min (t) ∼ 3), are higher than typical mode numbers of ICRH-driven ACs, 1 n 7 [1] . Twenty discharges with NBI-driven ACs were identified, with NBI power as low as 1 MW only (JET pulse #61216). Most of the discharges had low plasma current, I P < 1.5 MA, and high toroidal magnetic field, B T = 3.45 T. Rare exceptions were (1) a discharge with low field B T /I P = 1.25 T/1.1 MA (#62023) and (2) a discharge with higher current, B T /I P = 3.45 T/2 MA (#62752). LHCD with power from 1.2 to 3 MW was used in all cases; only one discharge had no LHCD power (JET pulse #61493). In all the discharges during the observation of NBI-driven ACs the safety factor was quite high, q min (t) ∼ 3, with one exception (#61498, q min (t) ∼ 2 at t ∼ 7 s). Due to the relatively low power of NBI used in these experiments, no significant toroidal plasma rotation was present in these discharges.
The observation of NBI-driven ACs makes diagnostic applications based on ACs much easier since there is no need for generating the super-Alfvénic ions that are usually required for exciting shear-Alfvén modes, such as TAEs [2] . However, an understanding is required as to why the NBI-driven ACs do not experience strong ion Landau damping and what is the S875 resonance condition for driving these modes by beam ions? In answering the last question, it is important to consider whether any other threshold in the beam velocity exists for exciting these AC modes.
Although the proper explanation of the NBI-driven ACs does require a dedicated experimental and theoretical study, one can pay attention to some features of these modes that may be important for further developments in this area. In particular, since these modes are seen at very low frequency, and the shear Alfvén continuum is deformed at low frequency by the geodesic perturbation of thermal plasma pressure and the coupling to the acoustic waves [9] , the equation describing the continuum takes the form (to be compared with equation (1)) Here, = (2ωqR 0 )/V A is the continuum frequency normalized to the centre-of-TAE gap frequency, C 2 S = (T e + (7/4)T i )/M i is the ion sound speed and
When the minimum value of the safety factor q min (t) becomes rational and it satisfies m−nq min (t) = 0, the geodesic term alone determines the minimum continuum frequency,
while the coupling to acoustic wave becomes important at 2 Acoustic = 4
Comparison of equations (4) and (5) shows that for typical values of the safety factor in the cases considered, q min (t) ∼ 3, the minimum frequency determined by the toroidal coupling to the acoustic mode, Acoustic , is well below Geodesic as 2q 2 min 1. Since the geodesic compressibility occurs without plasma displacement along the equilibrium magnetic field, the phase velocity of waves at frequency Geodesic is greater than the ion thermal velocity at T e ≈ T i , and no strong ion Landau damping exists for such modes.
Considering now the resonance conditions for the mode interacting with NBI-produced ions with finite width of drift orbits, one can see that due to the geodesic deformation the passing NBI ions satisfy resonance conditions (including the side-band resonances of higher order caused by the finite orbit effect):
This implies that there is a threshold velocity for the passing NBI-produced ions to drive the mode,
but the velocity threshold is determined by the ion sound speed with factor √ 2q min /p and not by the Alfvén speed. With the NBI line-of-sight directed at ∼52 0 and 64 0 with respect to the magnetic axis (see figure 5) , a significant population of trapped NBI-produced ions can also resonate with AC modes typically localized at r/a ≈ 0.3, where q min is often localized in JET reversed-shear plasmas. For an effective wave-to-particle energy exchange, the trapped NBI-produced ions should satisfy the drift precession resonance condition,
This gives a threshold condition for the beam velocity,
where ρ S = C S /ω Bi . Equation (9) is again determined by the ion sound speed similarly to equation (9) and it gives a quantitative estimate close to equation (9) . However, equation (9) does show that the threshold depends on the toroidal mode number of the AC mode, and this may explain the experimental observation that NBI-driven ACs with higher mode numbers achieve higher frequencies.
With the use of the interferometry, it was possible to estimate the amplitude of the NBI-driven modes in the discharge shown in figure 16 . It was found that the perturbed density associated with an AC mode in this case corresponds to δn AC /n 0 ≈ 0.25% at the low magnetic field side and δn AC /n 0 ≈ 1% at the high field side. The question then arises whether the NBI-driven ACs may cause a redistribution of NBI-produced ions. JET experiments with tritium NBI-blips into reversed-shear plasma with NBI-driven ACs have been performed and analysed. Figure 17 shows the set-up of this experiment performed during the 2003 tritium trace campaign on JET. First, low power deuterium NBI is injected into a deuterium plasma and the NBI-produced ions excite ACs, which are shown in figure 18 . In addition to the deuterium NBI, a short blip of tritium NBI is applied in order to generate a very significant yield of DT neutrons born in beam-plasma reactions and to observe whether the dynamics of neutron decay indicates any S877 The TRANSP code modelling of neutron yield temporal evolution versus the measured total neutron yield for discharge #61488. The top box shows the total neutron yield due to both DD and DT neutrons; the bottom box shows DT neutrons only.
anomalous radial transport of the tritium NBI. Figures 19  and 20 show how the measured beam-plasma neutron yield compares with the neutron yield predicted with the TRANSP code [28] that uses classical collisional transport and Z eff measurements from the horizontal view spectroscopy (error bars of ∼30%). A good correlation is found in this discharge between the calculated collisional transport and measured neutron profiles, for both neutron measurements from DD and DT reactions. This good correlation in both time evolution and in the profile shape shows that in this discharge the NBI-driven ACs do not cause any notable deviation from the classical transport of the NBI-produced ions.
Conclusions
In order to investigate the Alfvén cascade eigenmodes and ITB triggering events in higher-density JET reversed shear plasmas, an interferometry technique for detecting ACs in JET discharges with high power NBI-heating was used, in addition to the detection of ACs with Mirnov coils. The wellestablished 'low-density' correlation between grand ACs and ITB triggering events was found to persist within a band of 0.2 s up to densities 4.1 × 10 19 m −3 in NBI-only discharges and up to densities 5.2×10
19 m −3 in JET discharges fuelled by NBI and deuterium pellets. In order to establish the sequence of ITB triggering events and grand cascades with high time resolution, interferometry-only data were taken for the AC detection, and more cases were considered by adding lower density discharges. The ITB triggering events were found to occur in most cases just before grand ACs, thus suggesting that the spontaneous improvement in plasma confinement is associated with the effect of rational surface depletion just before q min (t) = integer times, rather than with the presence of the integer magnetic surfaces in the plasma. NBI-driven ACs were detected with interferometry in JET discharges with low NBI power and with high values of the safety factor, q min ≈ 3. Analysis presented in this paper indicates that the observed NBI-driven ACs determined at lowest frequency by the geodesic acoustic effect may indeed have a low thermal ion Landau damping and may be driven by both passing and trapped NBI-produced ions with velocities exceeding a certain threshold associated with the ion sound speed below the Alfvén speed. NBI-driven ACs were observed during JET tritium NBI blip experiments when the high neutron rate was used for probing the tritium beam transport. It was found that even in the presence of ACs the measured DT neutron profiles and total neutron yields agree well with the TRANSP code modelling based on Coulomb collisions indicating that the ACs had no significant effect on fast ion confinement in the case considered.
